
Sanctuary Mountain Maungatautari - An Ancient Forest Awakening

1.  Check in at Manu Tioriori (visitor centre) to organise entry to the Southern Enclosure and meet our friendly team. Before you head into the enclosure, take a 
         look at the fence outside - this is what keeps pests out of the forest, and it's 47km long. That's a lot of protection!

2.    Let's get going! Across from the carpark go through the turnstile gate. Check out the view! Follow the track to the entrance to Te Tui a Taane (the Southern 
         Enclosure). Biosecurity check time! Please check your bags for sneaky stowaway pests before you go through the gates.

33.  Just inside the gate you can hear the stream. Protected by streamside plants, the water runs clear. Native freshwater fish and kōura live there.

4. Continue quietly along the Rātā track. You’ve entered an ancient forest of tall Tawa and Pukatea trees. What can you see? What can you hear? Put on your
  super-hearing taringa (ears)!

5.  Listen out for the whooshing wings of kererū! They're as big as rugby balls! Turn left to discover stories about this special keystone species. Head back up the Rātā 
        track!

6. Next stop; a rimu tree! The ancient, emergent Rimu are taller than the Tawa. Can you see the top? Can you imagine climbing that? Do you think you could see
    your house from up there?

7.  Just up ahead is a feeding station. This has sugar water for hihi/stitchbirds and korimako/bellbirds which are nectar feeding birds. 

8. Who's in the clearing? Sit quietly and you'll see. This is a favourite spot for inquisitive kākā. How many birds can you identify? Flip over the signs to see if you
  were right!

9. Ready for an awesome bird's-eye view? Climb 16m up the canopy tower. Just like a vine, you've reached the sunlight near the top of the trees.

10. Stand at the foot of one of New Zealand's largest forest trees, a Northern rātā. This giant began life high up in the branches of a host tree. Look at how the crazy
  roots have taken over!

111. There’s more to explore! Look for Wētā hotels on trees next to the track on your way back.
  Quietly open the door and peek inside. Is anyone home?
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